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This work is carried out to study the effect of noble metal thicknesses, namely gold and 
silver on the SPR characteristics for smart food packaging technology applications.  A 
Kretschmann prism coupling was introduced to excite surface plasmon polaritons 
(SPP). The optical refractive indices values of gold and silver were set as 
Rgold=0.1759+3.4104i and Rsilver=0.0585+4.2665i respectively. The thicknesses of 
noble metal thin films were varied between t=25nm and 95nm with the increment of 
10nm for each reading. SPR signal analyses were performed by studying the 
characteristics of SPR peaks such as Q-factor and FWHM.  Both analyses demonstrated 
an outstanding optical properties of silver at t=55nm in comparison with gold due to 
its low FWHM and high Q-factor values which proves its ability to generate excellent 
amount of SPP. The employment of silver witnessed the enhancement of Q-factor 
value up to 7.09% and the decrement of FWHM about 76.58%, relatively with gold. The 
introduction of silver able to convert 87.20% SPP, whilst the usage of gold only capable 
to excite 81.4% SPP. In conclusion, application of silver noble metal at t=55nm able to 
generate maximum SPR. This excellent criterion placed silver as a spectacular 
candidate in the development of low cost and high sensitive SPR sensor for food quality 
assessment applications.   
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1. Introduction  

 

The needs of safe foods by ensuring their freshness have led to the introduction of smart food 
packaging technology which capable to observe the food quality and manage product authenticity 
[1,2]. Food packaging is very important to protect food from environmental that causes the quality 
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degradation of food or drink due to moisture and microbes [3]. Poor packaging will expose the 
consumers on dangerous health risks such as food poisoning which is caused by the rapid growth of  
bacteria in these products that possibly stemmed the excretion of nitrogen and sulfur containing 
compound [4]. Due to the awareness on food safety, a smart packaging technology has been 
introduced to our community. Smart packaging indicators able to track interaction between the food, 
the packaging, and the environment [5]. These systems provide better advantageous than the 
conventional one such as able to monitor product quality and trace the threshold of food safety level. 
Today, there are two types of smart indicator which have been initiated such as indirect indicator 
and direct indicator [6]. The indirect indicator is based on polymerization rate and chemical reaction. 
The direct indicator is more favorable than the previous one due to its high precision ability in 
detecting the presence of carbon dioxide (CO2). The role of CO2 is to avoid or reduce the oxygen 
content by creating protective atmosphere surrounding the food inside of a pack. Freshness and 
quality of food can be evaluated by determination of CO2 concentrations.  

By considering the importance of CO2 detection in food safety, the demands of high sensitivity 
CO2 gas sensor become a priority in smart food packaging technology [7]. Recently, various types CO2 
sensors have been employed in food packaging technology which are chemical sensors [8-10], 
electrochemical sensors [11] and optical sensors [12-14]. Optical sensors are more attractive due to 
its high sensitivity, better accuracy, less bulky and low cost [15]. Optical sensors typically can be 
categorized into types, such as fiber optics based (i.e conventional fiber optics and tapered fiber 
optics) [16-18] and optical free space based [19]. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor is one of 
the favorable optical free space based-sensors by considering the simplicity of its structure [20-21]. 
SPR is a phenomenon where the evanescent field is created by striking the p-polarized incident light 
onto the metal-coated prism. Its sensing working principle is based on the changes of refractive 
indices of the sensing medium i.e. CO2.  

One of the main requirements in developing SPR sensor is the presence of noble metal thin film 
to generate surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). The interaction of metals with electromagnetic wave 
is mainly influenced by the free conduction electrons in metal. A high reflectance will be occurred at 
optical frequencies because most metals experience a negative dielectric constant [22]. At these 
frequencies, the metal’s free electron gas can sustain surface and volume charge density oscillations 
called plasmon polaritons. The surface charge density oscillations identified with surface plasmons 
at the interface between a metal and a dielectric can give increment to strongly enhanced optical 
near fields which are spatially confined near the metal surface [22]. Gold nanostructures whether in 
form of thin films nor nanoparticles; are the most common noble metal employed to excite SPR by 
considering its high resistance in oxidation issue [23-27]. Due to high cost issue, other noble metal 
such as silver and platinum become an alternative option to generate SPR [28-29]. Attractively, the 
employment of alternative noble metals able to excite almost similar percentage of SPP. The 
thickness of metal films plays a crucial role in the development of high sensitivity SPR sensor. Until 
now, an ideal thickness of metals to generate maximum SPR is within the range of 40nm to 60nm 
[30-31].  

This work is carried out to study the effect of noble metal thin film thicknesses, namely silver and 
gold on SPR. The thicknesses for both metals were varied between 25nm until 95nm. We managed 
to prove that the employment of silver able to generate better SPR intensity than gold. We believe 
that the output of this work able to contribute to the development of low cost and high sensitive SPR 
sensor in food safety technology. 
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2. Methodology  

 
To validate type of light propagation mode, firstly a p-polarized 633nm red laser was incident on 

the hypothenuse side of the bare prism (RI of prism=1.51). An existence of Brewster angle and critical 
angle were observed. The presence of Brewster angle indicated the propagation of p-polarized light 
which is a principal requirement in exciting surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). Location of critical angle 
is also a crucial indicator since SPR must occur during total internal reflection  (TIR).   Note that  SPR 
unable to exist below the critical angle by considering that the energy is not sufficient to generate 
SPP [32].  

 
 

 
Fig. 1. SPR experimental setup using Kretschmann prism coupling consisted of different 
types of noble metal thin films  (a) silver (b) gold. SPR peaks were shifted with the 
modulation of thin film thicknesses 

 
Next the experiment was repeated by introduced the same p-polarized laser on the hypothenuse 

side of noble metal coated triangular prism as illustrated in Fig. 1. Two types of noble metals, namely 
silver (Fig. 1(a)) and gold (Fig. 1(b)) with refractive indices of 0.0585+4.2665k and 0.1759+3.4104k 
were employed. The thicknesses of noble metal films were varied between t=25nm and t=95nm with 
increment of 10nm for each reading. SPR signal was generated by manipulating the laser incident 
angle from θi=40.0° to θi=47.0°.  The properties of SPR were analyzed by studying the shape of SPR 
curve such as full-width-half-maximum (FWHM), Q-factor which represent by the SPR curve depth 
and percentage amount of plasmons excitation. Excellent SPR signal can be identified by a small 
FWHM and large Q-factor. 
 
3. Results and Discussions 

 

An incident light was well calibrated into p-polarized mode represented by the appearance of 
Brewster angle at θB=30° as illustrated in Figure 2. The location of critical angle was observed at 
39.85°. This output suggests that the SPR phenomena should be observed beyond this angle under 
TIR condition by considering the sufficient amount of energy to excite plasmons. Thickness of metal 
thin film plays a significant role in developing a high sensitivity SPR sensor as portrays in Figure 3. 
Deeper SPR curve exhibits strong SPR signal and vice versa [33]. Figure 3(a) shows the generation of 
SPR by varying thicknesses of silver thin films. At t=25nm, SPR was almost not occurred representing 
by a very shallow and wide curve. This condition happened due to electron damping oscillation 
experienced between the dielectric and metal layers [34]. As its thickness increased to t=35nm, value 
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of Rmin was obtained as 0.388 a.u at incident angle of 42.261°. Value of Rmin dropped to 0.144 a.u with 
the increment of thickness to t=45nm. Maximum excitation of SPR was resulted when thickness of 
silver was set at t=55nm with Rmin=0.031 a.u at θSPR= 41.96° representing by a deep and narrow curve. 
Note that the SPR angles were blue-shifted about 0.301° as thicknesses were raised from t=25nm to 
t=55nm. Value of Rmin became greater when the thicknesses were increased beyond t=55nm. At 
t=65nm, Rmin was resulted as 0.344 a.u. The strength of SPR signal became weaker at t=75nm where 
value of Rmin was obtained as R=0.632 a.u. With the increment of silver thicknesses from t=85nm to 
t=95nm, SPR signal were less significant resulting the values of Rmin as 0.781 a.u and 0.848 a.u 
respectively. It was obviously seen that the SPR angle remained at 41.96° when silver thicknesses 
were increased from t=55nm to t=95nm. This analysis manifests the stabilization of SPR signal as 

silver thicknesses were set at t ≥ 55nm. The signal was apparently weak and less stable below t=55nm 
based on the properties of shallow SPR curve depth and their angle shifting. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The presence of Brewster angle, θB at 30° and 
critical angle at θc at 39.85° 

 
 
Figure 3(b) represents the characteristics of SPR as gold thin films were coated on the 

hypothenuse side of bare prism. Overall, the SPR properties of gold resulted wider curves than silver. 
This situation demonstrates that gold SPR sensor is less efficient than silver. At t=25nm, the SPR peak 
was not clearly observed. With the increment of thickness to t=35nm, a wider and shallower SPR 
peak was slowly observed with Rmin=0.1661 a.u at 44.07°. The minimum value of Rmin=0.031 a.u at 
incident angle of 43.77° was resulted as the thickness was set at t=45nm. Value of Rmin was increased 
to 0.043 a.u when thickness of gold was raised at t=55nm. At this respective thickness, the SPR angle 
experienced 0.30° of blue shifting resulted θSPR=43.47°. We noticed similar characteristics as silver 

(Figure 3(a)) , where SPR angle shifting of gold was no more occurred at t ≥ 55nm. Value of Rmin was 
steadily increased as gold thicknesses were raised from t=65nm until t=95nm indicated poorer SPR 
signals. Bear in mind that the value minimum reflectance does not solely represents maximum 
excitation of plasmons because in some occasions, the maximum reflectance during the critical angle 
does not achieved R=1 a.u. To avoid this misunderstanding, the Q-factor analysis is more accurate to 
represents the actual strength of SPR excitation. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. SPR curves for several types of noble metals with various 
thicknesses between 25nm and 95nm (a) silver (b) gold 

 
Figure 4 illustrates the FWHM analysis between silver and gold. Apparently, the SPR properties 

of silver portrays smaller FWHM than gold due to its deep and narrow peak which proves its ability 
to generate excellent amount of SPP. This excellent criterion placed silver as a spectacular candidate 
in the development of high sensitive SPR sensor.  In general, both noble metals were exponentially 
decreased of FWHM with the increment of thicknesses. Largest FWHM were obtained at t=25nm, 
where gold experienced greater value of FWHM (FWHMgold=15.75°) than silver (FWHMsilver=3.2°). At 
t=55nm, the FWHM became more stabilize with the average value of 0.336° and 1.222° for silver and 
gold respectively. This analysis proves that type of noble metals and their thicknesses mainly 
influenced the properties of the SPR signal. 

Figure 5 depicts the Q-factor analysis for gold and silver as their thicknesses were modulated. 
Note that greater Q-factor exhibits stronger excitation of SPP. It is interesting to observe that the Q-
factorgold were greater than Q-factorsilver at t=25nm until t=45nm. However, at t=55nm, SPP was 
excellently excited with the employment of silver where the Q-factor was obtained as 0.872 a.u which 
is 7.09% greater than gold. As the thicknesses were increased from t=65nm to t=95nm, the SPR 
excitation became poorer due to the electron absorption by the metal itself. This result demonstrates 
that the optimum amplification of SPR signal can be achieved by employing silver thin film with 
thicknesses of 55nm. 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of FWHM for silver and gold with numerous 
thicknesses 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Analysis of Q-factor represented by SPR curve depths 
for silver and gold with numerous thicknesses 

 

 
Figure 6 shows the characteristics of SPP excitation by employing gold and silver at thickness 

t=55nm. Better SPR signal was achieved by coating the triangular prism with silver in which about 
87.2% of incident light was successfully generated as SPP. Meanwhile, 81.4% of incident light was 
converted to SPP when gold thin film was introduced in the SPR setup.  As discussed elsewhere, the 
only weakness of silver is due to its chemical degradation (i.e oxidization) when exposed to the 
moisture environment. To overcome this issue, the silver based-SPR sensor can be storage in dry inert 
atmosphere [35]. 
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Fig. 6. SPP excitation between silver and gold at t=55nm 
 

4. Conclusions 

 

In conclusion, type of noble and its thicknesses mainly influenced the optimum generation of SPR. 
By omitting the oxidation issue, the employment of silver with thickness of t=55nm able to amplify 
the SPP excitation in comparison with gold.  The analyses of Q-factor and FWHM are very important 
to justify the properties of SPR. We believe that the usage of silver to generate SPR will lead to the 
development of high sensitivity and low cost optical sensor.  
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